RESIDENCE LIFE

serving all your residence life needs

E&I Cooperative Services
RESIDENCE LIFE

For more information, please contact your E&I Member Relations Representative or Tina Smith, Portfolio Support Executive, Interiors, at tsmith@eandi.org.

MAKING CAMPUS FEEL LIKE HOME

E&I is the only member-owned, non-profit purchasing cooperative serving the needs of education. We are proud to present you with an extensive portfolio of competitively solicited contracts to help you effectively source all your residence life and housing needs.

The best part? We provide much more than just cost savings. As an E&I member, you also save time by allowing us to handle the entire contracting process, including research, RFP development, and contract management, so you can focus on more strategic initiatives. And there’s no need to worry – our RFP process has been validated by the National Institute of Governmental Purchasing (NIGP) as complying with generally accepted procurement standards.

**Food Services**
- **Equipment & Supplies:**
  - American Education Supply, CNR-01302
  - Strategic Equipment, LLC (TriMark), CNR-01481
- **Food Supplies:**
  - Food Services, CNR-01107
- **Online Catering Ordering/Management:**
  - America to Go, CNR-01458
- **Student Dining:**
  - Chartwells, CNR-01404
- **Vending Services:**
  - Canteen, CNR-01407

**Furnishings**
- **Acoustical Panels & Tack/Markerboards:**
  - American Education Supply, CNR-01302
  - Claridge, CNR-01302
  - Falcon, CNR-01445
- **Bath Linens & Amenities:**
  - American Education Supply, CNR-01302
- **Bedding & Supplies:**
  - American Education Supply, CNR-01302
  - University Sleep Products, CNR-01300
- **Carpeting & Flooring:**
  - Interface, CNR-01308
Mitylite, CNR-01449
Tarkett, CNR-01309

Lighting:
HighTower, CNR-01280

Magazine & Coat Racks:
HighTower, CNR-01280

Sustainable Receptacles:
Max-R, CNR-01348

Furniture
Cafeteria Seating:
Falcon, CNR-01445
Mitylite, CNR-01449
Shelby Williams, CNR-01445

Classroom:
Demco, CNR-01468
Global Furniture Group, CNR-01328
Smith System, CNR-01146
Steelcase, CNR-01146
Thonet, CNR-01445

Conference Tables:
Falcon, CNR-01445
Global Furniture Group, CNR-01328
Mitylite, CNR-01449
Steelcase, CNR-01146
Turnstone, CNR-01146

Executive Seating:
Global Furniture Group, CNR-01328
Steelcase, CNR-01146
Turnstone, CNR-01146

Library Furniture:
AGATI, CNR-01372
Demco, CNR-01468
Smith System, CNR-01146
Steelcase, CNR-01146

Lounge Seating:
Coalesse, CNR-01146
Global Furniture Group, CNR-01328
HighTower, CNR-01280
Steelcase, CNR-01146
Thonet, CNR-01445
Transformations Furniture, CNR-01448
Turnstone, CNR-01146

Portable Event Furniture:
Mitylite, CNR-01449

Renewable Lounge Furniture:
Sauder Education, CNR-01451
Transformations Furniture, CNR-01448

Side Tables:
American Education Supply, CNR-01302
Global Furniture Group, CNR-01328
Steelcase, CNR-01146

Turnstone, CNR-01146

Student Housing Furniture:
Southwest Contract, CNR-01354

Systems Furniture:
Global Furniture Group, CNR-01328
Steelcase, CNR-01146
Turnstone, CNR-01146

Task Seating:
Falcon, CNR-01445
Global Furniture Group, CNR-01328
Steelcase, CNR-01146

Training Tables:
Falcon, CNR-01445
Global Furniture Group, CNR-01328
Steelcase, CNR-01146

Maintenance
Electrical & Data Communication Products:
WESCO, CNR-01238

Facilities Maintenance:
SSC Service Solutions, CNR-01351

Maintenance, Repair & Operations Equipment & Supplies:
Grainger, CNR-01248

Painting Equipment & Supplies:
PPG Paints, CNR-01394
Sherwin-Williams, CNR-01400

Plumbing Equipment & Supplies:
Ferguson, CNR-01322

Roofing & Related Services:
Wayne’s Roofing, CNR-01433
Weather Proofing Technologies, CNR-01305

Moving & Relocation
Allied, CNR-01259
Mayflower Transit, CNR-01257
North American Van Lines, CNR-01259
United Van Lines, CNR-01267

Services
Custodial Services:
SSC Service Solutions, CNR-01332

Elevator Maintenance & Repair:
Schindler, CNR-01436

Landscape Management:
SSC Service Solutions, CNR-01340